A procedure to determine equilibrium postural configurations for arbitrary locations of the feet.
This research was directed toward predicting postural equilibrium configurations in normal humans for asymmetric locations of the feet. The objective of the study was to identify trends in the variation of the location of ground center of pressure (COP) with increasing levels of asymmetry in the foot placement. The procedure developed here minimized the muscular effort (active torques) in the lower extremities while maximizing postural stability margins for given foot locations. Minimizing muscular effort led to fully extended knees, and maximal stability margin led to the COP moving toward the rear foot in asymmetric stance. A combined analytical-numerical optimization scheme was used to avoid singularities that can arise due to the fact that at equilibrium postural configurations, the torso lies at or near the workspace boundary of the lower extremities. Experiments were conducted and the results obtained were in keeping with the model predictions. This basic understanding of asymmetric stance is important for studying asymmetric postural mechanics in the presence of external disturbances, and for extending the results from normal subjects to humans at both ends of the life span.